
5.16am: A clear dawn

Lt Edward Liveing of the London Regiment has hardly slept.

For seven days British artillery has been pounding the German lines in 
preparation for the offensive. More shells have been fired this week 
than in the whole of the war so far. And tonight, the night before the 
“big push”, it has been particularly intense.

It is a clear morning, though and warm. Lt Liveing later wrote:

“It felt more as if we were going to start off for a picnic than for a 
battle.”



5.30am: The hour approaches

Men synchronise their watches and wish each other luck.

At a British airfield behind the lines, Lieutenant Cecil Lewis is 

tending to his plane. He is just 18 years old. His motto is: 

“Live gloriously, generously, dangerously. Safety last!”

For weeks now, Cecil has been photographing the battlefield, shooting 
down German observation balloons - and sometimes French ones by 
accident. The Allies have complete superiority in the air.



6.17am: Trenches clog with soldiers

The British trench system is in organised chaos as the clock ticks down 
towards 7:30 am - zero hour. Officers hand out rum to their men, 
sometimes handing out too much. Some are rendered incapable of 
obeying orders and must be pulled out of the line.

Lieutenant General Henry Rawlinson watches on a 

platform behind the front line. As commander of the Fourth Army, he 
is responsible for putting Haig’s plan into action. Haig has kept a small 
army of cavalry back to be used to break through the German lines. 
But Rawlinson has already decided not to use the cavalry. 

Rawlinson has faith that his artillery and infantry alone can do the job. 
He has refused his officers permission to advance their soldiers to 
within 40 yards of the bombardment before it ceases. Nothing of the 
enemy, he says, will exist after the guns fall silent.



6.45am: The Germans will be dead

Lieutenant General Henry Rawlinson has said: 
“You will not need rifles. When you get to Thiepval you will find the 
Germans all dead. Not even a rat will have survived.”

Preliminary raids during the bombardment suggested that this optimism 
is misplaced. But junior officers who raised such concerns have been 
ignored.

In fact, the Germans are not dead. British trenches on the Somme were 
built in the assumption that they would be temporary. German trenches 
were much more serious affairs. Their dugouts were often thirty feet 
underground; some had door bells, electric light, even wallpaper.

The Germans know when the bombardment stops there will be an 
attack. And when that happens, they will need to race out of their 
dugouts and man their posts before the British can reach the trench. 



6.52am: Race to the Parapet

At the Schwaben Redoubt, Unteroffizier Friedrich Hinkel is coordinating a 
defence. He knows that at some point soon the British artillery will “lift” 
its fire away to his rear. He cannot allow his men to miss that moment. 
Hinkel has propped a framed mirror against the side of his trench so he 
can see No Man’s Land from the steps of his dugout. 

Everyone knows where they have to be when the moment comes, and 
how many steps it will take to get there.

Over the past seven weeks the British have fired 1.7 million shells at the 
Germans. But Britain's war industry is not producing the right shells. One 
million of them are shrapnel, barely fit even to cut barbed wire without 
great skill. And the British artillery corps does not have great skill: not 
good enough, not yet. Each ten-yard-square patch of enemy territory has 
received just one pound of actually effective explosive.



7.20am: Hawthorn Ridge in flames

The Hawthorn Ridge mine goes off.  Entire German platoons vanish. The 

official Army filmmaker, Geoffrey Malins, watches:

“The ground where I stood rocked and swayed. I gripped hold of my 
tripod. Then, for all the world like a gigantic sponge, the earth rose in the 
air to the height of hundreds of feet. Higher and higher it rose, and with a 
horrible, grinding roar the earth fell back upon itself, leaving in its place a 
mountain of smoke.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8YfJmwY5Uo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8YfJmwY5Uo


7.24am: The Germans React Quickly

Soldiers stumble around with punctured eardrums; others are buried in 
their dugouts. But many of the defences are intact. Friedrich 
Hinkel hears the British heavy artillery lift off his line. Go time.

“Out, out!” he yells to his men, racing up out of the dugouts. 

By ordering the mine to be blown ten minutes early, the Germans have 
time to recover.

Other mines blow, but they are not always well-placed. The mine at 
Boiselle had been wrongly placed, and exploded in No Man’s Land. The 
Boisselle redoubt was intact.



7.30am: Zero hour

The British guns stop. An uncanny silence falls across the battlefield. 

Then, all across the line, officers blow their whistles.

The first lines of men who have crept out into No Man’s Line now stand 
up and start moving. Those in their trenches take to their ladders. Across 
fifteen miles of front thousands of men step onto ground on which 
nobody has stood in daylight for nearly two years.

Captain Nevill of the East Surreys has told his men:

“Here’s a football for each of my platoons. I’ll be giving a reward to 
whoever can kick their football into the German lines first!”

The German machine guns sputter into life. The Brits begin taking heavy 
casualties. This is not what they were expecting.



7.32am: Heavy casualties

In some sections the British have to bunch together as they pass through 
gaps in their own barbed wire. The Germans target those gaps. Dead 
bodies start to pile up in the narrow openings.

Those who reach the enemy trench line often find the barbed wire has 
not been cut. Thousands of soldiers are tangled up in it. The heavy 
casualties mean small communities lose hundreds of people at once. The 
town of Accrington loses 303 sons in the space of 20 minutes.

At his observation platform Rawlinson can see nothing. A few flashes are 
visible through the thick mist. There is very little he can do now to affect 
events.

After only one hour, roughly 30,000 British soldiers are already dead or 
wounded.



9.30am: The Ulstermen advance

One attack is working: that of the Ulster Division towards the Schwaben 
Redoubt. They sweep into the trenches, moving quickly, throwing bombs 
down every dugout they can find. 

The Germans have not been defeated yet. But artillery observers believe 
that it has been taken, so British artillery stops firing on it.

Arthur Hadow meets Major General Caley at HQ. He says:

“89% of the men who have gone over the top have been killed or 
wounded, including all of the officers.”

Caley tells him to round up any who are left and attack again. But any 
men who do succeed in attacking a trench cannot hold it. There is not 
enough support. The German artillery barrage stops communications 
between soldiers. 



11.47am: Stick to the plan

It’s difficult for officers on the Somme to refuse orders. Requests to 
deviate from the schedule are being denied.

In No Man’s Land the sun beats down on the men who are trapped in 
craters. Albert McMillan peeps over the edge of his crater and fires at 
whoever he can see. Several times he is not quick enough to duck down 
and return shots ping off his helmet.

At some point after lunch, Haig and Rawlinson meet. Haig doesn’t like 
criticising people; he is shy and doesn't speak well.  The men discuss the 
Ulstermen in the Schwaben Redoubt, but neither make any particular 
decision about it. No resources are reallocated, no plans change. 

German reinforcements eventually lead to them retake the Schwaben 
Redoubt.



7.18pm: Conclusion

By the end of the first day of the Battle of the Somme, 21,000 British 
soldiers are dead. The Brits have suffered more casualties than in the 
Crimean War, the Boer War, and the Korean War combined. 


